Suppression of allergic airway inflammation by helminth-induced regulatory T cells
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Allergic diseases mediated by T helper type (Th) 2 cell immune responses are rising dramatically in most developed countries. Exaggerated Th2 cell reactivity could result, for example, from diminished exposure to Th1 cell–inducing microbial infections. Epidemiological studies, however, indicate that Th2 cell–stimulating helminth parasites may also counteract allergies, possibly by generating regulatory T cells which suppress both Th1 and Th2 arms of immunity. We therefore tested the ability of the Th2 cell–inducing gastrointestinal nematode *Heligmosomoides polygyrus* to influence experimentally induced airway allergy to ovalbumin and the house dust mite allergen Der p 1. Inflammatory cell infiltrates in the lung were suppressed in infected mice compared with uninfected controls. Suppression was reversed in mice treated with antibodies to CD25. Most notably, suppression was transferable with mesenteric lymph node cells (MLNC) from infected animals to uninfected sensitized mice, demonstrating that the effector phase was targeted. MLNC from infected animals contained elevated numbers of CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ T cells, higher TGF-β expression, and produced strong interleukin (IL)-10 responses to parasite antigen. However, MLNC from IL-10–deficient animals transferred suppression to sensitized hosts, indicating that IL-10 is not the primary modulator of the allergic response. Suppression was associated with CD4+ T cells from MLNC, with the CD4+CD25+ marker defining the most active population. These data support the contention that helminth infections elicit a regulatory T cell population able to down-regulate allergen induced lung pathology in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of allergic diseases, such as asthma and allergic rhinitis, continues to rise in developed countries (1–4). Asthma is a multifarious polygenic disease, in which allergens elicit early- and late-phase airway inflammatory responses culminating in broncho-constriction and airway remodeling. However, sensitization to allergens and disease manifestation is pliant to environmental influences (5–9).

Allergies have traditionally been considered to be Th2 cell–derived immunopathologies, and earlier thinking suggested that declining microbial exposure in Western populations resulted in a weaker Th1 cell responsiveness, and a propensity to develop Th2 cell responses to innocuous allergens (10). However, it is increasingly clear that an imbalance between immunoregulatory and Th2 effector mechanisms can modulate allergy in a critical fashion (2, 3, 11–15).

This conclusion has been supported by studies of Th2 cell–inducing human helminth infections, in which both observational and post-therapy data show an inverse association between chronic infection and overt allergic responsiveness (16, 17). Interestingly, infection primarily regulates late-stage effector phase mechanisms, as proallergic IgE responses remain intact in infected patients (18–23).

Evidence for immune suppression during helminth infections is strong (24–27), and recent studies identified inhibitory mechanisms that dampen allergic and/or autoimmune pathologies (28, 29). Further data now support a role for regulatory T cells (T reg cells) in helminth infection. In human studies, peripheral T cells from infected patients are nonresponsive to parasite antigens, but responses can be restored by antibodies to IL-10 and TGF-β (26). Moreover, T cell clones from *Onchocerca volvulus*–infected patients show antigen-specific IL-10 production and release of TGF-β characteristic of T reg cells (25, 30). Our most recent studies have
demonstrated the expansion of regulatory phenotype T cells in the mouse model filarial infection *Litomosoides sigmodontis*, and the killing of parasites in animals given antibodies to T reg cell surface marker proteins (31).

New approaches to allergy intervention has focused on restoring regulation. Notably, there is a case building for T reg cells controlling allergic airway inflammation (13, 15, 32–35). For example, T cells that were transfected with IL-10 or TGF-β to confer regulatory function (36, 37) prevent allergic airway inflammation (38). Therefore, the emergence of pathogen-induced T cell regulation together with new concepts of allergy control by T cells provides a feasible model for helminth suppression of allergy.

The data from human studies provide an enticing scenario in which helminth infections keep allergies at bay, but such epidemiological inferences must be tested experimentally if we are to distinguish cause from consequence in these complex immunological settings. Here, we investigate the host immune response at the convergence of these two immunological challenges, which as we show, interact in a dramatic manner. We test allergic airway inflammation, induced by either OVA in the BALB/c strain of mouse or Der p 1 in the C57BL/6 mouse, in mice infected with the intestinal nematode *Heligmosomoides polygyrus* that elicits a strongly Th2 cell–biased systemic response (39, 40). This parasite has been reported to down-regulate allergies to dietary antigens (28), as well as other intestinal pathologies (41, 42). By studying airway allergy in our experiments, we can exploit the fact that *H. polygyrus* remains entirely within the gastrointestinal tract, and test the immunological intersection between helminth infection and allergic reactivity in two different locales.

Our data show helminth-mediated protection from airway inflammatory responses in both OVA and Der p 1 models. Helminth-driven suppression of effector functions, downstream of allergen sensitization, is responsible for protection from airway inflammation, as down-regulation can be transferred from infected mice to uninfected, presensitized animals (14), and challenged (day 28 and 30). Cells were harvested at day 31. Hp:O:O and Hp:D:D are mice infected with *H. polygyrus* 28 d before allergen sensitization; D:Hp:D are mice infected 14 d after sensitization, but before challenge. (A) Total lavage cell numbers. Data represent means and individual data from four experiments (18–20 mice per group) using the same protocol. Horizontal bars denote paired experimental groups for which statistical significance is displayed in the figure. (B) Eosinophil numbers. All four experiments displayed significant reductions in airway eosinophilia in infected-allergen challenged animals compared with uninfected allergen challenged littermates. (C) Enumeration of goblet cells, stained with AB-PAS in the three groups of mice. Data represent mean and SEM of five mice, with a mean score from three representative lung sections per mouse. (D) Total cells and eosinophils in mice infected before or after allergen sensitization.
Table I. Total cell counts in BALF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Type</th>
<th>BALB/c Naive</th>
<th>BALB/c Infected</th>
<th>C57BL/6 Naive</th>
<th>C57BL/6 Infected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophils</td>
<td>0.028 ± 0.014</td>
<td>0.088 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.018 ± 0.008</td>
<td>0.104 ± 0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>1.054 ± 0.175</td>
<td>1.265 ± 0.349</td>
<td>0.909 ± 0.275</td>
<td>2.236 ± 0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrophages</td>
<td>0.224 ± 0.062</td>
<td>0.421 ± 0.050</td>
<td>0.410 ± 0.053</td>
<td>0.144 ± 0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphocytes</td>
<td>0.005 ± 0.005</td>
<td>0.016 ± 0.046</td>
<td>0.026 ± 0.064</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D:D</td>
<td>1.639 ± 0.312</td>
<td>1.591 ± 0.343</td>
<td>0.394 ± 0.058</td>
<td>0.339 ± 0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.p:D:D</td>
<td>0.239 ± 0.045</td>
<td>1.129 ± 0.236</td>
<td>0.371 ± 0.041</td>
<td>0.188 ± 0.024</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

O:O denotes OVA sensitized (day 0 and 14) and challenged (day 28 and 30). D:D denotes Der p 1 sensitized (day 0 and 14) and challenged (day 28 and 30). Cells were harvested at day 31. H.p:O:O and H.p:D:D are mice infected with H. polygyrus 28 d before allergen sensitization.

by mesenteric LN cells (MLNC). Furthermore, protection was most strongly associated with CD4+CD25+ T cells, which is consistent with the hypothesis that parasite-induced regulatory T cells can down-modulate Th2 allergic inflammation.

RESULTS
Significantly reduced airway inflammation in H. polygyrus–infected animals
We first tested allergic reactivity in the airways of animals harboring chronic H. polygyrus infections, having established that no changes in airway cell composition or bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) cytokine secretion in mice occurred as a result of parasite infection per se (unpublished data). Mice were sensitized twice with allergen, at day 28 and 42 of infection, before airway challenge at day 56 and 58. Recovery of airway cellular infiltrates in BALF was performed on day 59, at which time infection status was also evaluated by detection of intestinal adult worms.

Infected mice were found to have significantly reduced airway cellular infiltrates after challenge with OVA (BALB/c, P < 0.001) or Der p1 (C57BL/6, P < 0.003) (Fig. 1 A). Differential counting of cells recovered revealed a profound reduction of airway eosinophilia (Fig. 1 B, P < 0.0005) and neutrophilia (Table I). Infected BALB/c mice showed 81.6 and 66.7% decreases in airway eosinophils and neutrophils, respectively, 24 h after final OVA challenge (Table I). Similarly, C57BL/6 mice had reduced airway eosinophils (89.0%) and neutrophils (29.0%) 24 h after final challenge with Der p 1, compared with uninfected controls. Macrophage and lymphocyte numbers were also reduced in infected mice after airway challenge (Table I), although the changes did not reach statistical significance.

Reduced tissue pathology in infected mice
To determine whether suppressed airway cellular infiltration represented a more general down-modulation of pathology, lung histological sections were compared in allergic and infected-allergic animals. Hematoxylin and eosin staining was used to characterize cellular infiltrates, and Alcian blue–periodic acid schiff (AB-PAS) to identify mucus-producing goblet cells in the epithelial border. In addition, mast cell degranulation was estimated by measuring levels of β-hexosaminidase, in BALF.

In uninfected, allergen-sensitized mice of both strains, airway challenge leads to a dense peribronchiolar inflammatory infiltrate of lymphocytes, and mononuclear and polymorphonuclear cells with epithelial shedding and extended columnal cells (Fig. 1 C). Furthermore, an accumulation of mucin–containing goblet cells line the connecting airways, underpinning the overall increase in mucus production. In infected mice, however, tissue inflammation after OVA or Der p 1 challenge was greatly reduced (Fig. 1 C) with significantly less peribronchial and perivascular cellular infiltration and mucin staining. Goblet cell numbers showed a substantial reduction in infected mice (Fig. 1 D, P < 0.0005), whereas the allergen-induced increase in BALF β-hexosaminidase, indicating mast cell mediator release, was also attenuated in infected mice (Fig. 1 E).

To distinguish whether infection interfered with allergen priming or suppressed overt allergic reactions, mice were infected with H. polygyrus 14 d after the second sensitization with allergen. As shown in Fig. 1 F, animals infected subsequent to sensitization showed a similar suppression of airway allergy to mice infected at the time of first allergen exposure.

Thus, chronic H. polygyrus infection protects mice against a range of allergic airway inflammatory pathologies, including fluid and tissue infiltration, mast cell degranulation, and goblet cell proliferation. We selected BAL infiltration as the keynote parameter to dissect the immunological mechanisms leading to this broader diminution of pathology.

Suppression of local type 2 effector cytokines
Local cytokine and chemokine levels were measured in the BALF, 24 h after the final allergen challenge in vivo. Infected mice did not show diminished IL-4 responses, while the Th1 cell signature cytokine IFN-γ was undetectable in both infected and uninfected mice (Fig. 2 A). The dominance of Th2 cytokines over Th1 was also observed at equivalent levels in allergen-challenged thoracic LN (TLN) cells from both groups (unpublished data). These data indicate that infection does not alter the highly polarized type 2 cytokine environment that is associated with airway allergy.

The type 2 effector cytokine IL-5, and the chemokine eotaxin, were both elevated in the BALF of uninfected BALB/c mice after airway challenge (Fig. 2 B). However, IL-5 and eotaxin were significantly diminished by infection (P < 0.008). Similar data were obtained for C57BL/6 mice (IL-5 reduced from 803.6 ± 201.6 to 80.5 ± 29.4 pg/ml, and eotaxin from 434.4 ± 131.1 to 92.1 ± 13.7 pg/ml). Reductions in these two key agents in the mobilization and extravasation of eosinophils provides a mechanistic explanation for the dramatically reduced airway eosinophilia in infected mice. Although IL-13 levels altered less, they were maximal in uninfected allergic mice with the most marked goblet cell hyperplasia.

We also examined the regulatory cytokines IL-10 and TGF-β (Fig. 2 C). The trend for higher IL-10 in infected...
Figure 2. Bronchio-alveolar lavage cytokine responses. BALF from naive, allergic, and infected-allergic mice assayed for the indicated cytokines and eotaxin. Data are from individual mice, with arithmetic mean points shown in histograms. In cases where responses are similar in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice, data are shown only from the BALB/c response to OVA.

(A) IFN-γ and IL-4, in BALB/c mice; (B) IL-5, IL-13, and eotaxin in BALB/c mice; (C) IL-10 and TGF-β in BALB/c and C57BL/6 mice. (D) Allergen-specific serum IgG1 and IgG2a titers 1 d after the final airway challenge in BALB/c mice. (E) Allergen-specific IgE and total IgE levels 1 d after final airway challenge in BALB/c mice.
animals, only reached statistical significance in C57BL/6 mice (P < 0.08). In some individual BALB/c mice, the levels of active TGF-β in BALF were elevated, suggesting that this mediator may play a major part in immune regulation during infection. Overall, the two strains appear to differ in prominence of IL-10 (in C57BL/6) versus TGF-β (in BALB/c), and studies are now under way to evaluate the roles of each cytokine in the two genetic backgrounds for infection and allergy.

**Antibody isotype responses in infection and allergy**

Helminth infections can stimulate a type 2 antibody response (IgG1 and IgE) both to the parasite and to bystander antigens (43, 44). We therefore measured allergen-specific IgG1 and IgG2a isotype responses in BALB/c mice to OVA allergen. It was found that IgG1 increased significantly in infected mice (Fig. 2 D, P < 0.05), which is consistent with the reported high IL-4 environment (45). Less expectedly, IgG2a also rose, although without reaching statistical significance.

We next established that allergen-driven IgE responses were not compromised in helminth-infected mice (Fig. 2 E). This observation, together with the finding that allergy is suppressed in animals infected after sensitization (Fig. 1 F), confirms that Th2 cell priming is not ablated by the parasitic infection. In fact, infected animals had greatly elevated polyclonal IgE titers compared with uninfected animals after airway challenge. Elevated polyclonal IgE is symptomatic of most helminth infections, and has been posed as a mechanism of escape from allergy, out-competing parasite-specific IgE for binding sites on mast cell IgE receptors (19). We show, using a transfer experiment (see “Transfer of protection...”), that this hypothesis is not supported in this model system.

**Anti-CD25 antibodies block suppression**

Allergic responses can be down-modulated by the action of T reg cells, through suppressive mediators such as TGF-β (46) or IL-10 (47). Many T reg cell populations constitutively express the IL-2Rα chain, CD25, and such cells can be depleted in vivo using anti-CD25 (PC61) monoclonal antibody (48), with the caveat that activated CD25+ effector cells may also be affected. Thus, enhanced responsiveness after CD25+ cell depletion is likely to reflect loss of T reg cell activity, whereas diminished responses may result from effector cell depletion. In addition, IL-10 is considered to exert a major influence on airway allergy, and its overexpression can suppress airway inflammation (36). The action of IL-10 family cytokines can be ablated in vivo by injection of antibody to the IL-10R (49).

We administered anti-CD25 antibody to infected and uninfected OVA–sensitized mice 1 d before airway challenge (Fig. 3 A), and found that airway infiltration was restored in infected mice (Fig. 3 B). However, recipients of anti–IL-10R antibody showed unchanged levels of airway infiltration and eosinophilia (Fig. 3 B). Importantly, antibodies to CD25 or IL-10R in uninfected-allergic mice had no significant effects on airway infiltrates. These studies suggest that a cellular population expressing CD25 may be responsible for the suppression of airway infiltration, but that IL-10 signaling during airway provocation is not responsible for the observed protection from allergy.

**Transfer of protection against allergy with MLNC from infected mice**

To investigate whether a defined cellular population that was generated during chronic infection is capable of suppressing airway inflammation, we adoptively transferred MLNC taken 28 d after *H. polygyrus* infection (Fig. 4 A). MLNC at d 28 were found to express elevated levels of the
Figure 4. Transfer of protective effect with MLNC. (A) Protocol for transfer. All MLNC populations were harvested from donor mice 28 d after infection with *H. polygyrus* and transferred to recipients 7 d before airway challenge. (B) TGF-β expression in MLNC from naive and infected mice assayed by flow cytometry at day 14, 21, and 28 after infection with monoclonal anti–TGF-β1. Error bars show the mean ± SEM. (C) Expression of Foxp3 transcription factor and IL-4, IFN-γ, and IL-10 by CD25+ and CD25− MLNC from naive and 28-d-infected mice. For intracellular staining of Foxp3 and cytokines, representative individual FACS plots are shown against CD25 staining, together with a summary of percentage of positive
cells taken from groups of five mice. The total number of CD25+ MLNC expressing Foxp3 in naive and infected mice is presented, together with the frequency of these cells within the whole CD4+ T cell population and the proportion of CD25+ cells that express Foxp3. Antigen-specific cytokine release was measured by ELISA from supernatants of 72-h cultured CD25-depleted or -enriched MLNC stimulated with medium or antigen extract from *H. polygyrus* adult parasites. (D) Total cell counts and eosinophil numbers in mice receiving 5 × 10^7 MLNC from naive or infected donors. In the experiment with BALB/c mice, 100 μg of soluble adult parasite antigen was given 1 d after administration of either naive or infected donor cells. (E) Total cell counts and eosinophil numbers in mice receiving 4 × 10^6 CD4+ or CD4- MLNC from infected donors. Cell fractions were 8–10% for BALB/c and 15 for C57BL/6 mice. (F) Total IgE and allergen-specific IgE, measured in IgG-depleted serum, measured in BALB/c mice receiving 4 × 10^6 CD4+ or CD4- MLNC from infected donors. Serum samples were collected from blood 1 d after final airway challenge. (G) Total cell counts and eosinophil numbers in mice receiving 4 × 10^6 CD4+ or CD4- MLNC from infected donors. Cell fractions were 92.4% (CD4+) and 94.3% (CD4-) pure for BALB/c and 93.1% (CD4+) and 98.1% (CD4-) pure for C57BL/6. Group sizes were 8–10 for BALB/c and 15 for C57BL/6 mice. (H) Total IgE and allergen-specific IgE, measured in IgG-depleted serum, measured in BALB/c mice receiving 4 × 10^6 CD4+ or CD4- MLNC from infected donors. Serum samples were collected from blood 1 d after final airway challenge.

T reg cell–associated cytokine TGF-β (Fig. 4 B) as well as the transcription factor, Foxp3, and the proportion of CD4+CD25+ MLN T cells from infected mice that were Foxp3+ was consistently >85% (Fig. 4 C). Foxp3 expression was also determined by RT-PCR: CD4+ MLNC from 28-d infected mice contained more than fivefold higher levels of Foxp3 mRNA than similar cells from naive animals. Moreover, within the CD4+ T cell population, levels were maximal in the CD25+ cell fraction (0.88 relative to β-actin), whereas Foxp3 mRNA was below threshold values in the CD25− population. CD4+CD25+ cells contained relatively little IL-4 or IFN-γ by cytoplasmic staining. Both CD25+ and CD25− subsets responded to parasite antigen challenge with IL-10 release, with the CD25+ population making the larger contribution (Fig. 4 C). Day 28 MLNC were therefore transferred into the tail veins of uninfected, allergen-sensitized recipient mice. After a further 7 d, recipient mice were given the first of two airway challenges, and airway responses were measured 1 d after the final challenge (Fig. 4 A).

In the first instance, 5 × 10^7 MLNC from infected or naive donor mice were transferred i.v. into allergen-sensitized BALB/c or C57BL/6 mice. MLNC from infected donors could transfer the protective effect to uninfected sensitized recipients, but naive MLNC induced no marked changes in response. Substantial declines in eosinophil infiltration were observed in mice receiving infected MLNC, compared with those receiving naive MLNC, after allergen challenge. Naive MLNC had no effect on total airway infiltrates or eosinophilia after allergen challenge. Suppression could be observed with as few as 10^7 MLNC from chronically infected donors (data not shown). Transfer of MLNC from chronically infected C57BL/6 mice into Der p 1–sensitized recipients obtained similar results, with significantly reduced total (Fig. 4 D, P < 0.008) and eosinophil (P < 0.02) infiltrates. Der p 1-sensitized C57BL/6 mice showed alleviation of airway infiltration when given MLNC from infected donors, whether or not recipient animals were given 100 μg *H. polygyrus* antigen 1 d later (unpublished data). From these experiments, MLNC were shown not to require antigen reexposure to transfer the protective effect to allergen-sensitized recipients.

**Transfer of protection with CD4+ T cells**

CD4+ and CD4− cells were isolated from MLNC of d 28 infected animals and transferred into uninfected sensitized recipients. OVA-sensitized BALB/c mice displayed a significant reduction in total airway infiltrates after CD4+ cell transfer and airway challenge (Fig. 4 D). Suppression of airway eosinophilia was observed after the transfer of CD4+ (P < 0.0001) or CD4− (P < 0.025) cells, respectively. These results from the BALB/c model demonstrate that CD4+ T reg cells, engendered during a chronic *H. polygyrus* infection, can transfer protection against allergy to an allergen-sensitized animal if given before the time of airway challenge.

The regulatory activity may not, however, be limited to a single cellular population. In C57BL/6 mice sensitized to *Der p* 1, transfer of either CD4+ or CD4− cells resulted in reduced airway infiltrates and eosinophilia, and in some cases, (Fig. 4 E) the CD4− population showed greater potency. Because the two regulatory populations evident in infected C57BL/6 mice develop in the absence of allergen sensitiza-
challenges were given, and BALF harvested 24 h after final challenge. IL-10–deficient infected donors. At day 7 and 9 after cell transfer, airway wild-type CD4^+ or wild type showed a diminution of allergic outcome and eosinophilia (P < 0.05) compared with animals receiving IL-10–/– MLNC from WT or IL-10−/− sensitized wild-type recipients. As shown in Fig. 5, the lack of CD4^+ cells to suppress allergic reactions. Recipients of IL-10−/− cells showed significantly reduced airway infiltration and eosinophilia (P < 0.05) compared with animals receiving wild-type CD4^+ cells. Transfer of CD4^− cells from either IL-10−/− or wild type showed a diminution of allergic outcome that narrowly failed to show statistical significance. Hence, IL-10 is not an essential component of the pathway by which helminth-induced cells can suppress host allergic reactivity.

**CD4^+CD25^+ T cells transfer protection**

To test directly whether infection induces CD25^+ T reg cells, day 28 MLNC from infected mice were separated into CD4^+CD25^− and CD4^+CD25^+–enriched populations, and transferred into allergen-sensitized recipients 7 d before airway challenge (Fig. 4 A). In both strains of mice, the most puissant reduction of airway inflammation occurred with the transfer of CD4^+CD25^+ cells. CD4^+CD25^− cell transfer reduced not only total airway infiltrates (Fig. 6) but also airway eosinophilia (BALB/c, P < 0.02; C57BL/6, P < 0.02), and goblet cell proliferation (BALB/c, P < 0.05). Evidence was also found that the CD4^+CD25^− subset also contributes to an abatement of allergic reactivity, but not as consistently as CD4^+CD25^+ cells. Overall, our data suggest that the CD4^+CD25^+ phenotype T cell population, at least, can mediate suppression of airway allergy in both strains of mice.

**Migration of donor MLNC to the lungs and TLNs**

To investigate whether transferred MLNC are capable of relocating to airway-associated tissues in recipient sensitized mice, we followed the fate of transferred cells bearing the Ly5.1 allotypic marker, which permits donor cell identification after transfer into C57BL/6 (Ly5.2) mice. CD4^+ and CD4^+ Ly5.1 MLNC transferred i.v. into sensitized C57BL/6 mice 7 d before airway challenge could be found in the local draining LNs, composing 0.42 ± 0.18% and 0.39 ± 0.07% of the CD4^+ and CD4^− population, respectively (Fig. 7). Similarly, 0.18 ± 0.10% and 0.30 ± 0.14% of lung CD4^+ and CD4^− cells were Ly5.1^+. These data suggest that donor cells from chronically infected mice migrate to sites of inflammation, either to directly suppress host responses, or to conscript resident cells into a regulatory phenotype.

**DISCUSSION**

Allergies are Th2 cytokine–mediated pathologies, involving IL-4−, IL-5− and IL-13−dependent amplification of innate effector cell populations acting together with antibodies and inflammatory mediators (50). As Th1 and Th2 cell responses are mutually antagonistic, it has been argued that declining microbial stimulation of Th1 cell responses in the developed world has led to over–vigorous allergic Th2 cell reactions (51). However, allergen–specific Th1 cells can in fact exacerbate airway inflammation (52). Moreover, epidemiological reports increasingly link Th2 cell–inducing helminth parasite infections with reduced allergic disease in humans (53), whereas nematode–infected mice display attenuated allergic responses (28, 54, 55). Current theories postulate that pathogen–induced T reg cells control both Th1 and Th2 effector populations (2, 3, 11, 16, 27, 53). The possibility that T reg cells inhibit allergic disease has received growing support from both animal (13, 56) and human (14, 15, 57) studies.
We now provide direct experimental evidence to support the hypothesis that helminth infection down-regulates allergic reactions through the action of regulatory T cells rather than by altering the Th1–Th2 balance. To do this, we selected the murine intestinal nematode *H. polygyrus* as a model of helminthiasis (28, 58), because it follows a purely enteric infective cycle and establishment; has the ability to establish stable, chronic infections; and evokes a Th2 cell–dominated immune response similar to that observed in general with gastrointestinal nematodes. We chose an allergic
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**Figure 6. Transfer of protective effect with CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\) MLNC.** (A) Total cell, eosinophil, and goblet cell numbers in mice receiving $3 \times 10^5$ CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\) or CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^-\) MLNC from infected donors. (B) Purity of CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\) and CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^-\) populations assayed by flow cytometry. C57BL/6 MLNC fractions, which were 87.6% (CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\)) and 88.1% (CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^-\)) pure, are shown. Enriched cell fractions from BALB/c were 60.6% (CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^+\)) and 79.6% (CD4\(^+\)CD25\(^-\)) pure.
Figure 6 (continued from previous page)

(C) AB-PAS staining of formalin-fixed lung tissue, staining mucin-producing goblet cells, in BALB/c mice receiving 3 × 10⁵ CD4⁺CD25⁺ or CD4⁺CD25⁻ MLNC from infected donors.

Airway inflammation model that permitted us to observe modifications in cellular recruitment, cytokine and chemokine expression, and tissue pathology. We also opted to study two allergens in parallel, which induce airway inflammation in different strains of mice: the environmental house dust mite allergen Der p 1, in C57BL/6 mice; and the experimental allergen, OVA in BALB/c mice.

Mice carrying an established helminth infection are shown here to be less prone to allergic airway inflammation, whether measured by the inflammatory infiltrate in BALF or by peribronchial and perivascular inflammation. Our results extend earlier work with *H. polygyrus* that demonstrate a reduced allergy to food antigens in mice infected with this parasite (28). More broadly, these findings can be translated to the human situation, in which individuals carrying active helminth infections appear, in epidemiological studies, to be less responsive to allergen provocation than coresidents free of infection (17, 20, 21, 59, 60).

To address the mechanisms involved in helminth-induced suppression, we first established that the Th2-driving cytokine IL-4 was unaffected, as was the overall Th1–Th2 balance. However, the Th2 effector cytokines IL-5 and IL-13 were diminished, as was the inflammatory phase within the lung. Thus, Th2 cell–associated pathological reactions were suppressed within the context of a Th2 cell–inducing helminth infection. The fact that Th2 cell priming occurs normally is shown by the similar allergen-specific IgE responses in infected and uninfected mice, and the ability of the suppressive mechanism to target the effector phase is further demonstrated by the impact of infection on a previously sensitized allergy–prone host (Fig. 1 F). The hypothesis that T reg cell activity may be responsible for this phenomenon was supported by our finding that anti-CD25 antibody treatment reversed suppression. However, allergic inflammation was not restored by the administration of anti–IL-10R antibody, indicating that T reg cell activity in this setting is not IL-10 dependent.

We then used the adoptive transfer system of MLNC from infected mice into sensitized, but uninfected, hosts to demonstrate that down-regulation is mediated by T cells, primarily those with the CD4⁺CD25⁺ phenotype associated with T reg cells (61, 62). Several distinct regulatory phenotypes of T reg cell cells have been proposed, including “Th3” cells, primarily acting through TGF-β, which are most closely associated with the gut mucosal environment, and “Tr1” cells, which are capable of suppressing airway allergy through the action of IL-10 (13, 56). Interestingly, the *H. polygyrus*-elicited T reg cells are generated in the Th3 environment, but manifest their function in the Tr1 environment.

Although the CD4⁺CD25⁺ subset was the most potent at suppressing allergic inflammation, some activity could also be observed in the CD4⁻ population, particularly in the C57BL/6 system. Although this may represent a CD8⁺ regulatory T cell (63), we also have evidence that CD19⁺ B cell populations are able, on transfer, to exert a dampening effect on immunopathology. Perhaps, in the down-regulatory milieu of a chronic infection, additional non–T reg cell types are recruited to curtail pathology more completely.

The cells transferred from infected mice express elevated levels of IL-10 and TGF-β, the two principal T reg cell–associated down-regulatory cytokines, and contain a significantly higher number of CD4⁺CD25⁺Foxp3⁺ cells. However, despite the prominence of IL-10 production by *H. polygyrus*-exposed T cells, their ability to suppress airway allergy is not mediated by IL-10, as MLNC from infected IL-10⁻/⁻ mice can mediate suppression, which is consistent with the failure of anti–IL-10R antibodies to reverse suppression in infected animals. In contrast, TGF-β remains a strong candidate for immune suppression by T reg cells from helminth-infected mice, particularly as this cytokine is known to alleviate experimental airway allergy (37) and has the capacity to instruct peripheral T cells to develop regulatory capacity (46, 64).

CD4⁺CD25⁺ T cells are generally associated with self-reactive regulatory cells that prevent autoimmune reactivities (61, 62). Hence, the expansion of CD4⁺CD25⁺ cell–mediated regulatory activity in infection raises the issue of the origin and antigen specificity of these cells (65, 66). Are there preexisting “natural” T reg phenotype cells that expand in response to infection, or can parasite antigen–specific regulatory cells arise from naive Th0 precursors? In this respect, the fact that transfer of suppression did not require renewed antigen stimulation was striking. One possibility is that the T reg cell population is self-reactive rather than parasite specific, and is restimulated by ligands in the recipient host. However, it has been shown that T reg cells specific for exogenous antigen (alloantigen or HGG), reactivated in a donor immediately before transfer, suppressed bystander allograft responses in a...
recipient without the need for antigen restimulation in the new host (67). Thus, it is possible that chronic parasite infection maintains a high level of activation in T reg cells, sufficient for their function in our short-term experiments. As with other instances of T reg cell responses to pathogens (66), these issues are currently under active investigation.

The transfer model also allows us to exclude changes in antibody production as a major mechanism for abatement of allergy. For example, the production of allergen-specific-IgE is comparable in mice who have received naive or infected MLNC, which show respectively normal and suppressed allergic reactions. There is also no rise in polyclonal IgE in recipients of infected CD4⁺/H11001 T cells, arguing that changes in either absolute allergen-specific IgE, or in the ratio of nonspecific to specific IgE, are not responsible for the diminution of allergic responses in infected animals. A similar conclusion was drawn from measurements of specific and total IgE in atopic and nonatopic humans harboring chronic schistosome infections (21).

A final intriguing question is why helminth parasites such as H. polygyrus and Schistosoma mansoni (68) induce T reg cells. As argued elsewhere (27), parasites that can exploit host down-regulatory networks are likely to gain advantage in the battle for long-term survival in the host. Much of the pathology encountered in helminth infection is immune mediated (69), and a dampening of responsiveness would not necessarily compromise the host. However, the immune system may have evolved to operate optimally in the regulated environment of infection, and in our more hygienic environment, we are prone to overzealous reactions to innocuous targets, generating the rapidly increasing levels of allergy and autoimmunity being experienced in the developed world.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals. Female BALB/c, C57BL/6, and C57BL/6-Ly5.1 mice, 6–8 wk old, were housed in individually ventilated cages licensed under UK Home Office guidelines. At least five mice were used per experimental group. IL-10–deficient mice were a gift from S. Anderton (University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK).

Parasites. Mice were infected with 200 H. polygyrus L3 larvae (provided in the first instance by J. Behnke, The University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK) using a gavage tube. Infections were verified by detection of eggs in fecal samples.

Antigens and allergens. For H. polygyrus antigen, a PBS homogenate of adult worms was centrifuged (13,000 g for 10 min), and the supernatant was

---

*Figure 7. Tracking of donor lymphocytes in recipient mice.* 4 × 10⁶ CD4⁺ or CD4⁻ MLNC from infected mice were transferred i.v. into C57BL/6 (Ly5.2) recipients, 7 d before airway challenge. After the second airway challenge, lungs and thoracic lymph node (TLN) cells were recovered and stained for Ly5.1 and CD4 expression. Error bars show the mean ± SEM.
passed through a 0.2-μm filter (Millipore). Der p 1, was affinity purified from spent mite medium using 4C1 mAb as previously published (70). Grade V OVA (A503) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

**Allergen-induced airway inflammation.** Mice were sensitized i.p. with 10 μg OVA (BALB/c) or Der p 1 (C57BL/6) adsorbed to 9% potassium alum (Sigma A7167), and boosted with the same antigen 14 d later. On day 28 and 31, mice were challenged with 10 μg OVA or Der p 1 in PBS by the intratracheal route. Mice were killed 24 h after final airway challenge to assess airway inflammation. For histopathology, formalin-fixed lungs were embedded in paraffin and sectioned. Hematoxylin and eosin stained sections were analyzed for airway inflammation and pathological changes. Mucus-containing goblet cells were stained with AB-PAS, and the histological mucus index was quantified for goblet cell hyperplasia (71).

**BALF cell counts.** At 24 h after final challenge, mice were terminally anesthetized, the tracheas were cannulated, and internal airspaces were lavaged with 500 μl PBS, followed by two 350-μl washes. Fluids were centrifuged at 1,200 g, and pellets recovered for cellular analysis. Initial 500-μl BALF samples were stored at -80°C for biochemical analyses. Cytopsins were prepared by spinning 5 × 106 cells onto polyl-t-lysine–coated slides (BDH) followed by Diff Quick (Boehringer) staining. Differential cell counts were performed on a minimum of 200 cells at magnification of 100.

**Allergen-specific antibodies and total IgE.** Allergen-specific responses were determined by ELISA. Multisorb (Nunc) plates were coated with 4 μg/ml OVA or Der p 1 in 0.1 M carbonate, pH 4.5). The reaction was stopped by the addition of 200 μl PBS, followed by two 350-μl washes. Fluids were centrifuged at 1,200 g, and pellets recovered for cellular analysis. Initial 500-μl BALF samples were stored at -80°C for biochemical analyses. Cytopsins were prepared by spinning 5 × 106 cells onto polyl-t-lysine–coated slides (BDH) followed by Diff Quick (Boehringer) staining. Differential cell counts were performed on a minimum of 200 cells at magnification of 100.

**Cytokines and chemokines.** Cytokines were measured by ELISA according to the manufacturer's instructions. Surface bound TGF-β was detected using rat anti–mouse TGF-β1 (Aves Labs). Antibodies were diluted from BD Biosciences, unless otherwise stated.

**Flow cytometry.** Antibodies were diluted in PBS, 0.5% BSA (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.05% sodium azide. Cells were stained for 20 min at 4°C. For detection of CD4+CD25+ and CD4+CD25- cells, rat anti-mouse CD4 (L243, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-CD8 (53-6.7, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used. For detection of donor C57BL/6-Ly5.1 (CD45.1) cells in recipients, rat anti–mouse CD4 (L3T4, 3 g/ml) and anti-IgM (XMG1.2, 3 g/ml) were used.
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